
Hanover Hockey Association Board Meeting |MINUTES 

Meeting date | time | Meeting location   

Tuesday November 13, 2018| 6:30p | Howe Library 

 

Meeting called by Adrienne 

Type of meeting Monthly Board Meeting 

President Adrienne Peraza 

Minutes by  Margot Gueldenzoph 

  
 

Board and Members Present:  

Elizabeth Dann, Shane Murray Smith, Rob Seelig, 

Adrienne Peraza, Melissa Underhill,  Ryan 

Longfield, Judy Oberting, Dwight Sperry, Margot 

Gueldenzoph, Clayton Simmers, Darrell Lindquist, 

Geoff Colla 

 

AGENDA TOPICS 

Agenda topic Approval of Minutes | 

 October meeting Minutes approved. 

Agenda topic New HHA Registrar| 

 Shane Murray Smith confirmed by Board vote as new HHA Registrar. 

Agenda topic GSL Updates | 

 GSL requires Safe Sport certified adult, gender appropriate, to monitor locker rooms.  We need to 

double check that Safe Sport signage is up at Campion 

 Discussion of the potential change of method of submission of game sheets.  Possibly going to a 

more electronic means- such as pictures of game sheets being sent or uploaded similar to what 

happened at the end of the season last year due to the tight timing of games to the end of the 

season. 

 Game Misconduct- what is policy and procedure for reporting? Clarification was discussed and is 

going to be disseminated to coaches and team managers.  Game Misconduct is to be reported 

within 24 hrs and requires a player to miss their next game, no matter if GSL or not, and then the 

next GSL game.  For a total of 2 games missed. 

Agenda topic Policy Updates | 

 Adrienne is reviewing policies, one by one, to help streamline the documentation of the policy for 

posting on the website.  First working on the Dual Rostering policy for Bantam level players. With 

consolidation of all information in one document.  

 Next is the Fall Tryout policy. One area that needs clarity is specific to which already placed 

players would be compared to a new player being placed in the fall.  
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Agenda topic First Aid Kits | 

 HHA parent inquired about our teams/coaches carrying first aid kits.   

 Historically coaches have carried first aid kits. 

 Board believes we need to re-initiate this as an expectation for the coaches.  Eric will communicate.  

Melissa will acquire first aid kits to be disbursed this year to coaches. 

 Moving forward we need to budget for the cost of first aid kits for each team on a yearly basis.  

Agenda topic HHA Jersey Update  | 

 Two options: $48/per jersey for Game Heavy Weight Jersey or $38/ per jersey for Lightweight 

Jersey.   

 Discussion brought up a few thoughts of how to move forward with implementation. 

o One would be an offer to partner with families and split the cost between the family and 

HHA.  So each family would purchase a new jersey paying ½ the cost and HHA paying the 

other ½ of the cost.   

o Second idea was to implement with bantam level players/families initially and then slowly 

pulling in the next levels/families each season. Until all jerseys are replaced. 

 Rob mentioned that we need to consider the stability of the business we use as our supplier of the 

new jerseys.  We want to do our best to ensure that they will be in business for many years to 

come. 

 Board asked Darrell to bring samples of the two options for further evaluation and discussion.  

Agenda topic Winter Break Skills Camp| 

 Dave Reece is interested in coming up and offering sessions focused on: skating- edge work, stick 

skills, and goalie skills.  

 Board discussed the potential of 8 hours of ice, already purchased, as being available the weekend 

after Christmas and prior to New Years.   

 No money is in the skills budget for support of this type of program. 

 Cost for Dave to come is historically- at least his travel (flight) and an hourly rate.  This would 

need to be managed through the cost to the players/families for attending the sessions. 

 Adrienne will follow up with Dave.  Board was leaning toward the donation of the ice to Dave so 

that he may run his ‘Skaters Edge’ sessions, rather than an exclusive set of sessions for just HHA 

players/families.   

Agenda topic Misc.| 

 Margot asked about clarification of tournament fee allotment per team.  Jeff clarified that each 

team has $950 to utilize toward tournament fee(s).  It is not mandated to be used of any specific 

tournament.  If a team has used these funds and they qualify for the State Tournament, the team 

is responsible for the cost.  If a team qualifies for a Regional Tournament, HHA will cover the cost 

of this tournament. 

 Dwight and Elizabeth asked for more clarification specific to how rules have changed and/or are 

being upheld specific to ‘Substitutions’.  This is something that Rob and our Registrar will begin 

to work on.   


